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The 2009 National Gang Threat Assessment report states, “[gangs] pose a serious threat to public safety in many communities throughout the United States.” In his 2008 report to Congress, Attorney General Michael B. Mukasey writes,

[Gangs] threaten our society, from city streets to suburban neighborhoods and beyond. They bring a culture of violence and drugs to our doorsteps, creating an atmosphere of fear, diminishing the quality of life, and endangering the safety, well-being, and future of our children. In partnership with state and local authorities as well as community leaders, we must be vigilant in keeping our communities safe from the curse of gang-related crime and violence.

Legislatures have passed statutes intended to address gang related issues within their states. Those states enacting gang legislation have, with certain exceptions, done so recently.

To understand and identify the threat posed by a criminal street gang, the term must be defined. At present, the federal definition reads as follows:

“Criminal street gang” means an ongoing group, club, organization, or association of 5 or more persons
(A) that has as 1 of its primary purposes the commission of 1 or more of the criminal offenses described in subsection (C);
(B) the members of which engage, or have engaged within the past 5 years, in a continuing series of offenses described in subsection (C); and
(C) the activities of which affect interstate or foreign commerce.

California Senator Dianne Feinstein’s Gang Abatement Act of 2009 proposes the following federal definition for a criminal street gang:

(1) Criminal Street Gang. The term ‘criminal street gang’ means a formal or informal group, organization, or association of 5 or more individuals—
(A) each of whom has committed at least 1 gang crime; and
(B) who collectively commit 3 or more gang crimes (not less than 1 of which is a serious violent felony), in separate criminal episodes (not less than 1 of which occurs after the date of enactment of the Gang Abatement and Prevention Act of 2009), and the last of which occurs not later than 5 years after the commission of a prior gang crime (excluding any time of imprisonment for that individual).

There is no one uniform definition among the states as to what constitutes a criminal street gang. State statutes are fairly consistent in identifying a criminal street gang as constituting three or more persons who have a common name or identifying sign, symbol, tattoo or other physical marking, style of dress or use of a hand sign, and whose members individually or collectively engage in a pattern of criminal activity.

For centuries individuals have joined together for a common interest or purpose. Merchants and craftsmen formed guilds in Europe for continuity of business. Fraternal and benevolent organizations have grown to be part of mankind’s everyday existence. As Bursik and Grasmick have noted, the first part of most states’ definition of a criminal gang is easily met by a number of social groups, including Greek fraternities and sororities, the Girl and Boy Scouts, and most youth sports teams. Thus, from the different state definitions and the proposed federal definition, there is considerable disagreement as to what constitutes a gang and who is a gang member.

Following, then, on the definition of a Criminal Street Gang is the definition of what is “gang participation.” Current Federal law states:
(d) Circumstances.—The circumstances described in this section are that the offense described in subsection (c) was committed by a person who
(1) participates in a criminal street gang with knowledge that its members engage in or have engaged in a continuing series of offenses described in subsection (c);
(2) intends to promote or further the felonious activities of the criminal street gang or maintain or increase his or her position in the gang; and
(3) has been convicted within the past 5 years for . . . . 11

Senator Feinstein’s proposed legislation makes it unlawful for any person to knowingly commit, or conspire, threaten, or attempt to commit, a gang crime for the purpose of furthering the activities of a criminal street gang, or gaining entrance to or maintaining or increasing position in a criminal street gang, if the activities of that criminal street gang occur in or affect interstate or foreign commerce. 12

As with the definition of a criminal street gang, the states are not united in their definition of “gang participation.” 13 Using Maryland as an example, the law makes it a crime to “participate in a criminal gang knowing that the members of the gang engage in an ongoing pattern of criminal activity;” and “knowingly and willfully direct or participate in the commission of an underlying crime . . . committed for the benefit of, at the direction of, or in association with a criminal gang.” 14

Considering the elements enumerated in the Maryland statute, prosecutors in that jurisdiction have to prove: (1) that the defendant is a member of a criminal street gang; (2) the existence of that particular street gang; and (3) the street gang is actively participating in the underlying enumerated offenses. 15

From the reading of the statute, this activity is ongoing and not historical. The prosecutor then has to prove the defendant at bar participate[d] in a criminal gang knowing that the members of the gang engage in an ongoing pattern of criminal activity; and knowingly and willfully direct or participate in the commission of an underlying crime . . . committed for the benefit of, at the direction of, or in association with a criminal gang. 16

In order to meet this burden of proof, the prosecutor will likely have to call and qualify an expert witness.

If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise, if (1) the testimony is based upon sufficient facts or data, (2) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods, and (3) the witness has applied principles and methods reliably to the facts of the case. 17

The gang expert’s testimony is pivotal in establishing the existence of a particular street gang, proving the street gang actively participates in particular criminal offenses, and assisting the jury in understanding the gang culture. In the appropriate case, evidence of gang membership may be admitted to show: (1) “motive, a reason for participation, joint ownership of firearms, or a relationship between witnesses;” (2) “for purposes of impeachment and showing bias;” (3) “to explain parties’ actions, to help the jury understand the dynamics at work in a given case;” and (4) “to support conspiracy or joint venture theories.” 18

Prosecutors must use gang experts to assist in proving the street gang activity purported in the trial establishes motive, intent, identity, conspiracy, knowledge, principal, preparation, plan, absence of mistake or accident, bias, and an explanation of the demeanor of a witness. 19

The gang expert should be able to testify as to the role reputation and respect has in relationships between various gangs. The importance of reputation and respect and the role of fear in obtaining such status will help a juror to understand what motivates a member to act at the direction of or in association with the gang. How that reputation and respect is earned, lost or increased confirms to a jury the importance of the respect and reputation. The rise of a member within the gang may be relevant. 20 This may include oaths of loyalty, 21 the hierarchy of the gang, the organization of the gang and disciple administered to gang members. 22 The expert witness “should be familiar with the hierarchy of the gang and how reputation and respect serve to establish the position of a member rising in the gang’s hierarchy.” 23 If known, the expert witness should testify about the rules of the gang and the consequences and disciple for violation of those rules. 24

What motivated the crime is something the jury wants to know. Motive is admissible, 25 if it is more probative then prejudicial. 26 The case may involve a gang’s rival. The alliances and rivals of the gang at issue should be established through the expert witness. 27 The history of the rivalry needs to be made known to the jury, and the expert needs to be able to address what occurs when these two rival gangs encounter each other. The expert witness must be able to explain the gang’s expectation of the gang member when that member encounters a rival, the effect this expectation has on reputation and respect, and the consequences for a failure to act in this situation. 28 The bias of a witness who is a member of the defendant’s gang may also be explained through an expert. 29
Gangs, by definition, must consist of more than one person. Therefore, in order to show the crime was committed by a gang, evidence is admissible to establish a conspiracy or joint venture.

Evidence of gang membership is admissible if relevant. Evidence of defendant’s gang affiliation, rank in the gang, and brags about other alleged gang crimes were relevant in a murder prosecution for shooting a rival gang member. Evidence of gang colors, hand-signs, shout-outs, apparel, gang history, gang structure, leadership, and tattoos may also be admissible as relevant. Gang membership may also be admissible to prove common purpose or design, or to prove a motive for an otherwise inexplicable act. However, where the state failed to demonstrate facts or circumstances showing that the motive was gang related and that the defendant knew that the shooting was gang related or intended to be gang related, even to a slight degree, the gang evidence was inadmissible.

Such facts or circumstances that might fail to demonstrate that the motive was gang related could include: no gang slogans being shouted, no gang signs being flashed, no gang member claiming credit for a shooting, and no report of a previous precipitating gang related encounter. Where the state produced evidence of the street gang and defendant’s gang membership, the evidence was held to be relevant to show motive for the killing of the victim as the result of a territorial feud between the defendant’s gang and the victim’s gang. Defendant’s gang membership was also relevant to show motive where the murder victim’s sister was shown to date a rival gang member who previously had a run-in with the defendant. Nothing bars evidence of gang affiliation that is directly relevant to material issues; testimony that links the defendant and his opponent with rival gangs was admissible to explain the reason for the fight. The fact that defendant and victim are in rival gangs has been held to be admissible. Identification is also an issue that will permit the admission of gang evidence. Punishment and retaliation are issues that will generate the admissibility of evidence regarding gang membership.

By statute, Alaska permits expert testimony “to show, in regard to a specific criminal street gang or criminal street gangs whose conduct is relevant to the case” the indicia that would support the expert’s opinion. Indiana and Nevada permit expert testimony in gang cases for the purposes of sentencing enhancement.

David Dawson was convicted of murder and sentenced to death in Delaware. Dawson committed this murder while he was an escapee from the Delaware Correctional Center. At sentencing the jury was presented with the aggravating factor that Dawson had the words “Aryan Brotherhood” tattooed on his hand. Dawson’s conviction was affirmed by the Supreme Court of Delaware and the United States Supreme Court granted certiorari to determine if Dawson’s First Amendment rights were violated. Chief Justice Rehnquist began his opinion by stating, “[w]e have held that the First Amendment protects an individual’s right to join groups and associate with others holding similar beliefs.” The Court went on to analyze the stipulation to membership in the Aryan Brotherhood, concluding that “[e]ven if the Delaware group to which Dawson allegedly belongs is racist, those beliefs, so far as we can determine, had no relevance to the sentencing proceeding in this case.” This holding is narrow in scope. Had the crime been committed in furtherance of, for the benefit of or at the direction of the gang, it is conceivable the evidence of gang membership would have been relevant. “‘Relevant evidence’ means evidence having any tendency to make existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence.” As a general rule, all relevant evidence is admissible.

The prosecutor seeking to introduce evidence of gang membership will be well served by following the recommendation in Dawson: “Delaware might have avoided this problem if it had presented evidence showing more than mere abstract beliefs on Dawson’s part . . . .” The Court will always have the option to preclude evidence, even though it is relevant if its probative value is outweighed by unfair prejudice.

In Stewart v. McCoy, the Supreme Court of the United States declined the opportunity to decide a gang related case with First Amendment overtones. Jerry McCoy was convicted in Arizona of giving advice to gang members. The State of Arizona alleged McCoy had been a member of a California street gang, and on at least two separate occasions advised an Arizona street gang on how to conduct its affairs. “McCoy was charged, tried and convicted based solely on his speech to, and association with, the Bratz.” The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals was presented with a speech issue regulated by state statute. Arizona contended that McCoy advised the Bratz how to conduct their criminal enterprise. McCoy asserted that, at worst, his words were “abstract advocacy” not intended for any specific criminal undertaking. McCoy argued his speech was protected under the holding in Brandenburg v. Ohio. In Brandenburg, the Court held that the “mere abstract teaching,” in that case of force and violence, was constitutionally protected under the First Amendment. Brandenburg makes the timing of
the speech essential to the commission of the criminal act. In McCoy, the Arizona prosecutor failed to produce evidence that members of the Bratz, upon hearing the words of McCoy, went forth and acted upon those words. The prosecutor attempting to avoid a Brandenburg issue of abstract advocacy must be able to prove that the actions taken were the direct result of the advice or counseling provide by the accused.

Marion Ayala was charged with first degree murder. The prosecutor placed the defendant on notice of their intent to call an expert witness regarding the defendant’s gang affiliation. The defense moved in limine to preclude any evidence of the defendant’s affiliation with MS-13. The prosecutor’s expert witness was permitted to testify. Ayala was convicted. At trial, the State presented a detective who testified to the history and customs of MS-13, the cliques or subgroups of MS-13, the method of becoming a member of the cliques, the rivals of MS-13, the colors and apparel worn by members of MS-13, the types of tattoos they may display. After being shown pictures of Ayala’s tattoos and of him throwing gang signs the detective was asked to render an opinion regarding Ayala’s membership in MS-13. The detective opined that Ayala was a member of MS-13. The detective was then asked:

“Do you have an opinion to a reasonable degree of professional certainty as to what effect his membership in MS-13 would have on his interaction with a person whom he believed to be a member of the 18th Street gang, particularly if the Defendant was in the company of two other persons who were members of MS-13?”

The detective responded:

“As a member of MS-13 against an 18th Street member, he could not just sit by and do nothing. For him not to become involved in itself would be a violation where he didn’t backup his homeboys, where he didn’t step up and represent MS-13. And he would have been disciplined for it in what MS-13 refers to as court. He would have been disciplined, beaten . . . .”

In a case of first impression, regarding gangs, the Maryland Court of Appeals stated,

[w]hile we establish no bright-line rule as to the admissibility of gang evidence in Maryland, we conclude that the trial court in this case properly exercised its discretion when it admitted the evidence in question. As the trial court determined, the evidence was highly probative in establishing motive and was not unduly prejudicial under the circumstances.

United States v. Abel, a case decided prior to Dawson, addressed the relevancy and admissibility of a defense witness’s gang membership. John Abel and two co-defendants were indicted for robbing a bank. The co-defendants entered guilty pleas; Abel elected to go to trial. Ehle, a co-defendant, agreed to testify against Abel. Abél’s counsel put the government on notice that he would counter Ehle’s testimony by way of another witness Mills.

The prosecutor in turn disclosed that he intended to discredit Mills’ testimony by calling Ehle back to the stand and eliciting from Ehle the fact that Abel, Mills, and Ehle were all members of the ‘Aryan Brotherhood,’ a secret prison gang that required its members always to deny the existence of the organization and to commit perjury, theft, and murder on each member’s behalf.

The Court examined and relied on Rules 401, 402, and 403 of the Federal Rules of Evidence to conclude that evidence of the witness’s gang membership was probative of his potential bias. The Court also considered Rule 608, which allows for cross-examination of a witness concerning his character for truthfulness or untruthfulness if it is probative of those characteristics.

The New York Court of Appeals decided a Fifth Amendment matter in People v. Slavin. Christopher Slavin and an accomplice brutally attacked two victims because of their ethnic background. Slavin had white supremacist tattoos on his body. Pictures of the tattoos were taken and introduced at trial. Slavin raised a Fifth Amendment argument on appeal asserting the State introduced the photographs to establish his motive for committing the crime against these specific victims. Slavin asserted that the introduction of the photographs was analogous to compelling him to provide testimony against his Fifth Amendment rights. The court held that the State did not place the tattoos on Slavin; Slavin had the tattoos placed upon him. In creating this evidence himself, Slavin was not compelled by the State to be a witness against himself.

Again, using Maryland as an example, the gang statute may allow for an enhanced penalty upon conviction. The prosecutor must decide if the enhanced penalty is worth the effort to produce the evidence necessary to prove the crime was gang related. A first degree murder in Maryland carries the possibility of death, life without possibility of parole, or a life sentence. In Maryland, for the commission of an underlying crime resulting in the death of the victim, the court has the ability to sentence the defendant to twenty years. This sentence may be either consecutive or concurrent to the sentence imposed for the underlying first degree murder, at the judge’s discretion.

Applying a combination of statutes, case law from both the prosecuting jurisdiction and neighboring jurisdictions that have addressed the issues expected to be presented in the case at bar, and rules of evidence and procedure, the prosecutor should at-
ttempt to prosecute using the gang statute where applicable. The violence perpetrated upon communities by gang violence must effectively, efficiently, fairly, and swiftly be addressed through suppression.
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